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SUBJECT: ASSASSINA TION OF IDENT | 
JOHN FITZGERALD KENN . 
DALLAS, TEXAS, 11/22/6 
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JIM GARRIS ad approached “ ae 
of the a French Qua e 
further nformation concerning the KENNEDY assassination. 

“who according to _the formant and other sources 
a homosexual, is a partner in 

wpe, a local Italian who L 
i bulte fe top Italian hoodlums. wy 

According. to the infornant aaa was approach 

to furnish information concerning the homosexuals who might . 

have knowledge of this matter with the understanding that if 

he cooperated, he would be permitted to have female impersona- 
tors at his French Quarter spot without any interference by 
pocal law enforcement. 

According to informant ae stated he was not 

ina position to furnish the desifed information, therefore, 
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- entered into no deal with GARRISON | 5 sreres A 
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